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Spontaneously visit to ConQuest
It is no problem at all to come to ConQuest spontaneously and without registration.
Just come to the check-in and register on site!
The player fee on site is 210,- €.
NPC contribution: 70,- €

Corona
At ConQuest, we adhere to the requirements of the government of Lower Saxony,
which currently does not stipulate any compulsory testing.
Nevertheless, we recommend that you take an official test or a self-test before you
arrive!

Tickets
Shortly after receipt of your bank transfer, you will have received your admission
ticket as an e-ticket.
This ticket will be scanned at the check-in and then exchanged for an admission
wristband.
This wristband must be worn for the entire duration of the event.
If your wristband is broken or torn off, have it exchanged for a new one at the HQ
tent (in the Tross) as a matter of urgency, otherwise you may be expelled from the
festival.
If you have not received an e-ticket or can no longer find one:
You can find your tickets in your Skald account in the dropdown menu at the top
right under "Tickets".
If you don't have an account yet, create a new account at https://skald.com/ with
the email address you used to buy the tickets, then the tickets will automatically
appear there.
If you encounter any difficulties, please contact us as soon as possible, but no later
than Monday, 25.07.2022 via info@skald.com.
If you want to be on the safe side, be sure to bring a bank statement with you to the
check-in!

Accommodation
Accommodation will be in tents that you bring yourself and that are appropriate for
the ambience at the event. If you don't have a medieval-looking tent, you can
camouflage a "normal tent" with sheets or nets. It is best to seek advice from
experienced players in our Facebook groups. Unfortunately, we cannot offer central
sleeping places, but the last few years have shown that many players organise
themselves into communal tents via our Facebook groups. If you don't know where
to sleep, you can get information there.
Please note in your camp planning that we allocate a maximum of 15m² tent space
per participant. This is the total area of a quarter, there is no claim to this area. The
quarter manager (viertelmanager) responsible for the quarter or the camp organiser
on site has the final say.

Catering
The ConQuest is a self-catering con. This means that you will cook your own food
authentically over an open campfire. In the "Tross" there will also be many stalls
offering snacks at fair prices. You can also shop at the ConQuest supermarket. You
can find more information on the ConQuest supermarket below.

Fire / Firewood / Straw
Fires may be lit on the grounds in designated fireplaces or in fire bowls brought by the
participants themselves (NOT directly on the ground!), at a sufficient distance from
the forest or bushes.

Firewood and straw bale orders
For wood and or straw bales you just have to show up in the Tross where it is sold. For
jurt-tent-poles

or

similar

please

write

an

holzundstroh.rb@gmail.com.
Sunday 16.30-18.30 Uhr
Monday till Wednesday 11-13 Uhr und 17-19 Uhr

email

to

the

following address:

Thursday 11-12 Uhr
Friday 11-12 Uhr
For easier wood delivery, please download the app: "what3words" and remember
the words of your camp (the order of the words is also important!), then the order
can best reach you.
Apple: https://apps.apple.com/de/app/what3words/id657878530
Google:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.what3words.android&hl=de_de
&fbclid=IwAR1pedqlkYwx69maMco6JeweM4YDWGfG8w4WESO7_TgTRQpjX5Az4MTf
WWg

Important: Fire protection
Our fire safety regulations are derived from directives of the local fire fighter
authorities and the rules for the respective announced forest fire level have to be
observed!
Currently, we all have to be prepared for the highest forest fire level.
Here is a brief description of what this means:
Forest fire lvel 5 (very high danger):
Fires or campfires, barbecues and smoking are strictly prohibited in open areas and
on grassy ground. Fire shows are not allowed without the presence of the fire
brigade. As a general rule, sparks should be avoided and as few fires as possible
should be operated. The operation of a barbecue/fire bowl/torch etc. is only
permitted on prepared sandy ground.
When operating a barbecue/fire bowl/torch etc., one person must remain at the fire
source as a fire guard at all times while it is active. There must be at least one fire
extinguisher per fire source.
Explanation:
The prepared sand base, for example for the cooking fire/grill is a specially used sand
area with a radius of 1m around the fire pit, which you set up yourself in your
respective camps in front of your tents. We have buckets and wheelbarrows at our
sand distribution points (600 tons ) which you can use briefly to bring the sand to
these cooking areas. A "fire extinguisher" is either a bucket of water (specially
provided for extinguishing, not used for anything else) or a real fire extinguisher,
which you then have to know how to use.

It is also permitted to set up a barbecue on the sand area at our sand distribution
points if you do not want to clear sand into the camp. Before departure, the sand
must be roughly collected and brought back to the sand distribution point.
(Please remember to bring rakes etc.).
One person must remain at the fire bowl or barbecue as fire guard at all times while
they are active. Embers and ashes must be completely extinguished (check twice!)
when the fireplace is left or no longer supervised (at night or when moving out).
Gas cookers and gas grills may be operated on solid ground, such as table, stone
plate or similar. They must be secured from falling over. Extinguishing agent must be
ready. (Answer to our inquiry at the fire department.)
The sale of straw bales will only be allowed under following conditions:
Straw bales may not be used or placed within a 5 metre radius of the fire pit.
Smoking is only allowed on sandy areas, smoking on the open meadow (even if it is
very sandy) is prohibited! We also ask all smokers to always use a pocket ashtray.
At this point we would like to ask you to only dispose of barbecues that have been
completely extinguished with plenty of water or ashes that have been completely
soaked in water in rubbish containers after the event! It would be great not to have
to call the fire brigade to extinguish rubbish during this busy time!
The fire brigade will be carrying out spot checks on all our fire safety measures.
Please remind each other to keep an eye on your neighbours' fireplaces and report
potential hazards.
Let’s all be responsible!! Watch out! Then we will have a great and safe event
together, despite the laser sun!

Drinking water
After drinking water clearance has been granted by the health department, you
can collect drinking water at all sanitary facilities and designated spots. Before the
sample is taken, you must first boil the water!
To ensure that you can easily get drinking water beforehand, there will be a
pre-tested tapping point at every hydrant in the sanitation villages. These tapping
points will be clearly marked with the word "drinking water".
Drinking water can be collected there with containers (e.g. canisters) that you have
brought yourself.

Sanitary facilities
Like last year, we will again provide enough mobile toilets, shower and washing
facilities, as well as extra toilet containers, which will be cleaned regularly.
In addition, we will again provide a "rinse line" at all showers, so please do not wash
your dishes in the shower/wash basins for hygienic reasons.
There will be rubbish bins next to the dishwashing lines into which you can empty your
leftover food.
When going to the toilets, please remember to bring your own toilet paper, as we do
not provide it!

Paramedic
Once again, the Johanniter team will be on site 24 hours a day.
Don't be afraid to visit them for minor health issues, such as wasp stings, because
that's what they are here for.
In case of an emergency, please inform an SL, who will immediately arrange for the
Johanniter to reach you, possibly by ambulance. For this reason, rescue routes must
be kept clear!
Please be aware that any transport from the hospital back to the event site or in
case of minor injuries from the event site to the hospital and back has to be
organised by yourself.
Please wear a mouth/nose covering when you go to the paramedics.
Please remember to pack an FFP2 mask in your belt pouches. In case of an
accident, you will need it at the hospital and doctor's offices.

Parking
There are designated parking areas outside the grounds where you can park your
car for the duration of the event. No parking fees will be charged and you can of
course pick up your car at any time, e.g. to go shopping.
Driving around the designated parking areas is at your own risk. The organizer
assumes no liability. The parking areas will not be supervised.

Access to the camp and quarters / unloading
For unloading, we will set up unloading zones along the one-way streets on the fields,
which are assigned to the respective camps and quarters. From here you can easily
reach your neighborhood on foot with your luggage.
The unloading time is 20 minutes to avoid traffic jams and waiting times.
Afterwards, please park your vehicle in one of the parking spaces.
We reserve the right to have vehicles towed away for a fee if they are parked in the
unloading zone or outside the permitted area for longer than 20 minutes.

Timetable
- Arrival / Check-In: Sunday from 12:00 to 21:00, Monday to Wednesday from 10:00 to
21:00.
On Wednesday from approx. 18:00 it is no longer possible to drive onto the site as far
as the unloading zones in order not to disturb the start of the game.
- SL address: Wednesday evening (on your respective meadows)
- Start of the game: right after the SL speech (Wednesday evening)
- Plot entry: in the course of the late Wednesday evening
- End of game: Sunday from 3:00
- Check-Out: Sunday from 9:00 a.m. onwards

Check-In
There will be check-in signs from the entrance to Brokeloh. Please follow the signs in
the direction indicated by the arrow to avoid traffic chaos and congestion.
At the Orga check-in you will receive the ConQuest wristband and the event guide,
which shows what you will find where at the ConQuest and where exactly the
unloading zones for the respective meadows are located.
All those who have an e-ticket will be "checked in" directly in the car and can drive
directly to their unloading zone without getting out. Please follow the signs we have
put up there as well.
(In the interest of fire safety, we ask you not to leave the engines running during the
entire check-in and loading process, especially on the meadows).
All those who do not have an e-ticket or whose scan is causing problems must park
their car briefly and come to the "special case check-in" container at the end of the
check-in streets.
Station 1 - Orga Check-In
- Keep your e-ticket handy!
If you cannot show an e-ticket, you will have to buy a new ticket in order to
participate in the ConQuest.
Of course, it is also possible to have the ticket in digital form on your mobile phone
etc., but it is less problematic to scan it in printed form.
If the e-ticket is lost, a new ticket must be purchased!
Station 2 - Unloading zone at the respective meadow
After the Orga Check-In you drive with your car to the area.
Please follow our signs here as well.
You are not allowed to drive onto the site for unloading without an admission ticket.
The way to the unloading zones is a one-way street - please pay attention to this!
Check your equipment
Even if you are not sure whether your equipment meets the safety standards, your
Meadow Crow Master's Office or the Outpost Crow Master's Office will be happy to
help you with an assessment.
However, you are still responsible for the condition and safety of your equipment.
Do-it-yourself arrows and bolts are not permitted.

Early arrival
Early arrival is possible from Sunday, 31.07.2022, 12:00 - 21:00.
On all other days from 10:00 - 21:00.
The early arrival tickets / Conzahler (=pay at the entrance) are valid for all 3 days, no
matter when you arrive:
Early arrival ticket: 37,50/ Conzahler: 40,- / SC
Early arrival ticket Junior: 18,50/ Conzahler: 20,- / SC-Junior
Early arrival ticket NSC: 12,50 / Conzahler: 15,- / NSC tickets
(For NPCs there are no early arrival costs on Tuesday)
You can buy early arrival tickets in advance here:
https://skald.com/event/get?lang=en&id=3&name=ConQuest_2022
-> ConQuest 2022 - Early Arrival Fee

Check-Out
When you leave, your campsite must be clean. Straw and wood must be taken to
the marked collection points near the camp. The rest of the rubbish must be
disposed of in the rubbish containers. You can donate leftover food at the
supermarket to "DIE TAFEL" (more details later in the facts under "special features").
After the site inspection you will receive a confirmation from the SL. After receiving
the confirmation, you can transport your luggage to the loading zone and then
fetch your car from the car park.
IMPORTANT: You will not be allowed on the event site with your vehicle without
confirmation of the site inspection.
Short and sweet:
1) Clean up the campsite, put rubbish in the containers, take straw and wood to our
collection points, take sand back to the sand pile.
2) Stack equipment directly at the loading zone.
3) Pick up confirmation stamp from SL (no stamp, no departure!)
4) Get car and load it!
5) Have a good and safe trip home!
You will receive all confirmations from your respective field teams at the end of the
event.

Contact
For questions in advance of the event, just write an email to: info@live-adventure.de
For questions about tickets, write to : info@skald.com
We will answer emails until Tuesday 26/07/2022.
At the event, the HQ tent in the Tross will be staffed by the Orga daily
from 10:00 -21:00.
In addition, your crowmasteries (formerly SL tent) will be manned on the fields around
the clock, for emergencies also at night.
Your crow masters will be happy to help and advise you - be it with organizational or
technical problems.

Telephone number on site
HQ (please only in absolute emergencies!!!): +49 (0) 5027- 900779

Children's Battle
Children are also part of the ConQuest, but children under 14 are not allowed to
take part in the regular battles or fights.
Therefore, in the past there was always a spontaneous children's battle organized
mostly by KidsTown and whoever missed it was very sad.
But since we don't want any sad children at ConQuest, there will be an announced
children's battle this year as well.
Here are the facts about the children's battle:
Age: 8 -14 years (KidsTown from 6 years); non-KidsTown children must be
accompanied by their parents.
Time: Saturday approx. 14:00 (no guarantee)
Location: On the NSC field, north of the NSC camp.
To get there, use the passageway at Fantastica Festival to the NSC meadow.
Weapons: Ranged weapons are not allowed.
Rules of etiquette:
For the children:
Please remind your children that they are not allowed to hit NPCs hard lying on the
ground and that, despite wearing armour, it is not OK to jump on NPCs.
For parents:
The children's battle is also LARP. Inappropriate cheering of the children à la "Knock
him down!" is to be refrained from.

The meadows have names!
Some people know the meadows at ConQuest pretty well… as if they had been
camping there for years ;-) !
This year we have come up with something new - namely IT names and stories and
plots for the fields where you camp! After all, they are the unholy fields in front of
Terra Ankor!
You can find out exactly what this is all about in the game. If you want, you can find
out the IT stories that belong to the names of these fields. The OT meadow numbers
are hidden in the IT names - then you will definitely find your camp and still don't
have to say the numbers only in OT when you talk about the campsite.
Here you have the overview:
Meadow 1 (No playing field): Meadow of the one King => 1 King
Meadow 2 (No playing field): Two Regents Field => Feld der 2 Regenten
Meadow 3: Fields of the Three Martyrs => Felder der 3 Märtyer
Meadow 4 (Vorposten/ Outpopst): Four Hunters Post => 4 Hunters
Meadow 5: Five Goblets Grove => 5 Goblets
Meadow 6: Six Maidens Corner => 6 Maidens
Meadow 7: Seven Saints Gathering => 7 Saint
Meadow 8: Fields of the Eight Masons => 8 Masons
Meadow 9: Plains of the Ninth Disgrace => 9. Disgrace
Meadow 10: Meadow of the tenth hour => 10. Hour

Field camp plan with unloading zones

Test alarm
In recent years, a number of major events in Germany have had to contend with
more or less severe storms.
Of course, we have a comprehensive safety concept that is applied in the event of
an emergency.
We now want to test an important part of it in practice once more and implement a
test alarm with you on Monday, 01.08.2022 at 9 pm.

In this exercise, as many participants as possible should go to the designated
assembly points when the alarm siren sounds. Please remember to have your car
keys and wallet with you.
The assembly points are marked on the site plan in the event guide, which you will
receive at the check-in.
Once there, you will receive further instructions from the emergency services and we
will make our way to the car park.
Our aim is to gain experience for an emergency and to recognise possible
imponderables.
Participation is not compulsory, but we would of course be very pleased about a
lively turnout.

Directions
Address:
Rittergut Brokeloh 1
31628 Landesbergen/Brokeloh

From all directions:
Take the A7 towards Hannover.
At Hannover Ost (57) take the A2 towards Dortmund.
Exit Herrenhausen/Nienburg (42) onto the B6 towards Nienburg.
After approx. 25km turn left towards Husum.
From there direction Brokeloh.

By bus & train
For those traveling by train, the nearest station is in Nienburg.
The bus from there to Brokeloh is line 50.

As there are holidays in Lower Saxony, there is a holiday bus and every bus on this
line also stops in Brokeloh.

https://www.mittelweserbus.de/de/fahrplaene/die-linien-des-mittelweserbus/linie/lin
ie-50

Safety
We will not allow the following LARP weapons:
- Weapons and siege devices that use black powder to fire.
- Weapons and siege devices that use a tube to fire projectiles.
- siege devices that fire projectiles that have a solid core
- Wooden shields that are inadequately padded or not padded at all.
- Home-made arrows and bolts
-LARP weapons that are not or insufficiently padded.

In case of non-observance of the regulations, we are forced to remove the weapons
from the game and to punish the violation with exclusion from the event.

I am a minor and would like to participate in the
ConQuest - What do I have to do?
If the parent or guardian is present at the ConQuest, the following form is not
necessary.
If not, you can find a form for the transfer of the responsibility of supervision here:
(https://www.live-adventure.de/ConQuest/dateien/Aufsichtspflicht.pdf).
The minor must always carry the printed and signed form with him/her at the event
and show it on request. Otherwise the registration is NOT valid and we will exclude
the person concerned from the event.
This applies to EVERYONE who is under 18 years of age at ConQuest:
Supervision/Children in Battles:
Children in battles: Parents or guardians of underage participants must always be
available in battles or combat situations as well as in the taverns and restaurants.
Children under the age of 14 are not allowed to participate in battles.

The following rules apply in the taverns and restaurants:
Children under 14 years of age are permitted to stay out until 10:00 pm, youths under
16 years of age until 11:00 pm and youths under 18 years of age until 12:00 am.
We reserve the right to expel the parent or guardian and his/her children from the
event if this rule is violated.

Valuables / Theft
Unfortunately, things do get stolen. That's why it makes sense to be on the safe side
and lock up the most important things, e.g. keys, wallet, etc.
-

Pickpocketing: Players are allowed to bring self-made red bags to give the IT
thieves a nice game. This game is for anyone who wants to try their hand at
pickpocketing. Not as loot on the battlefield. As we cannot guarantee that
the stolen bags and the contents you put in them (coins, pictures, personal
letters etc) will find their way back to you OT, please consider it a donation to
the game. You can get a corresponding OT note to print out yourself from the
Shadow Guild (e.g. via Facebook or the director).

-

Shoplifting: In the Tross, during the day, you can find red foam cubes about
the size of your fist in the traders' displays. These represent valuable goods.
Anyone may try to steal them inconspicuously and sell them to a fence at the
Tross Crow Mastery in order to earn a name as an IT thief and possibly attract
the attention of the Shadow Guild.

-

Items painted red and others: These items may only be stolen with a direct
order from the Shadow Guild, to which contact must first be earned. They
represent valuable IT stolen goods, the value of which is not recognised by
everyone (as the colour RED is only an OT marking here).

Everything else (including ambience-related items such as lanterns, armour, etc., i.e.
simply everything) is the property of the players or Live Adventure Event GmbH and
may not be stolen.
If this happens, it is a real theft and must be reported to the SL immediately. The
players' tents (whether open or closed) may not be entered by strangers! If
something has been stolen, please contact us. We will discuss whether to file a report
in each case.

Lost property
During the battles, clearly visible lost property is collected at the edge.
Everyone can collect their equipment there after a battle.
The rest of the lost property will be collected opposite the HQ tent at the outpost in a
separate tent.
Valuables will still be stored in the Tross HQ tent. They can be collected there.

Arrow return policy
- Arrows and other lost items are collected from you, the NPCs and Runners.
- They are brought to collection points at the edge of the battlefield and at the
outpost.

NPC arrows (yellow marking):
Are brought to the respawn points or handed over directly to NPC SLs.
Direct handover of NPC arrows to NPCs does NOT take place.

SC arrows:
Arrows can be collected AFTER battles from the collection points or the lost and
found tent.
Runners are not responsible for returning players' arrows.
The collection of all lost and found and the transport to the lost and found tent, will
take place approximately half an hour after the end of the battle.

Animals on the ConQuest
Animals brought to the ConQuest must be registered with us in advance. The best
way is to send an e-mail to info@live-adventure.de .
Dogs: Dogs must be muzzled and kept on a leash at ConQuest!
Poisonous animals: Snakes, spiders or other poisonous pets are prohibited at
ConQuest.

Dog ticket
All dogs must be registered for ConQuest. For this purpose we have set up a dog
ticket in the ticket sales. This ticket costs 10,- €. The dog must be checked in with the
e-ticket at check-in. Dogs must be muzzled and kept on a lead at ConQuest!
In case of non-compliance, the dog owner and the dog will be expelled from the
event.
The following data must be printed out and handed in at the check-in container on
arrival:
Name of the dog
Size of the dog
Age of the dog
Weight of the dog
Breed of the dog
A photo of the dog
Group/ neighbourhood/ camp of the owner
Name of the registered owner

Deposit
Since we have had to pull ever larger quantities of deposit glass bottles out of the
rubbish bins and bushes on the grounds in recent years, we decided in 2013 to
introduce a deposit system in the ConQuest catering establishments.
The deposit will be charged in all taverns on the CQ and can also be returned in
each tavern.
Please make sure that you also get a deposit token for each bottle when you buy a
drink. Deposits will only be returned in exchange for a bottle (from the ConQuest
gastronomy product range) and a ConQuest deposit stamp!

Weapons check by random sampling
After the very good experiences with the "new weapons check" since 2009, we have
decided to carry out the weapons check by random sampling also in 2022.
The weapons no longer need to be presented to the SL or the Crow Master's Office.
If you are not sure whether your equipment meets the safety standards, your Crow
Mastery will be happy to help you with an assessment.
Nevertheless, you are responsible for the condition and safety of your equipment.
Weapons check by random sampling:
Each participant is responsible for their own equipment and must ensure that it meets
general safety standards at all times. If you are not sure, talk to the SLs or go to a
crow master. Failure to do so puts the player at risk to their health and that of their
fellow players.
If an item of equipment is no longer safe, the participant must independently ensure
that this item is no longer used either by him or by another person.
The game management will carry out spot checks of the equipment throughout the
event (e.g. before/after battles, at meadow entrances, etc.). These checks will be
both visual and pat-down checks.
Carrying or using unsafe equipment may lead to the immediate exclusion of the
participant from the event and may result in legal consequences. This is solely at the
discretion of the responsible head/organiser.
The match management is of course still available to advise on questions/unclarities
regarding equipment safety. The same certainly applies to the majority of
participants.

Special features at ConQuest

Pre Event Party

On Tuesday, 2 August at 7pm, the already set up troupe will be at
the new tavern "Die Docks" on the market square!
With MacPiet and the Kapeiken we want to get in the mood for
ConQuest 2022!

The ConQuest tent deal
With the ConQuest tent deal you can save money - around 30% compared to
buying a new tent. The tents offered here will only be used once for the duration of
the "ConQuest of Mythodea" in August by the organiser Live Adventure for the event
itself.
After the event you can take your new tent home with you from the ConQuest!
Please note that the ConQuest tents offered here will not be shipped - all tents must
be dismantled and collected by yourself at the end of the event in Brokeloh.
Personal use during the ConQuest is not possible.
Here's the deal: https://www.larp-zelte.com/ConQuest-Zeltdeal_3

The ConQuest Supermarket
You can order good meat from the local butcher from the butcher Twachtmann!
With this you also support the Brokeloh area!
And these are the prices:
Suckling pig (varies between 20 and 30 kg) flat rate 250€ To grill yourself
Pork neck steaks in paprika marinade 5x170g 15€ To grill yourself
Chicken steaks in herb marinade 5x160g 18€ To grill yourself
You can pick up the meat fresh from the refrigerator on Thursday 04.08. in the
morning at the supermarket!
You can pre-order/buy the meat until 27.07. on Skald:
https://skald.com/event/get?lang=en&id=3&name=ConQuest_2022
There will also be ice cubes, but of course only while stocks last.
Please note: other player orders are not possible this year for logistical reasons.

Donate your deposit!
If you don't want to take the empty bottles home, you can donate your deposit to
the St John Ambulance for their tireless work at our event. For this purpose, collection
bins will be set up at the St John's tents, in the SL tents and in the supermarket. The
proceeds will be donated to the youth work of the Johanniter!

Donate your unused food!
We have taken up your idea to donate food at the end of the
ConQuest to the Nienburger Tafel.
to the Nienburger Tafel. The following things should be noted:
- Packed goods must be in their original packaging
- the best-before date must not be exceeded
- The cold chain must not have been interrupted in the case of refrigerated goods.
- Fruit, vegetables and baked goods can also be handed in loose.
An employee of the Nienburger Tafel will accept your donated food at the
supermarket on Sunday from 9:00 am.

Become a lifesaver! Get typed!
Looking for lifesavers for people with leukemia! From 1 to 6 August,
together with the Stefan-Morsch-Stiftung, Germany's first stem cell
donor center, we are calling on you to become a potential stem
cell donor. To do so, simply fill out a consent form at the
foundation's stand and give a saliva sample. Adults up to 40 years
of age can do this. With parental consent, this is also possible from
the age of 16. More information is available at www.stefan-morsch-stiftung.de.
When:
Monday to Friday:
12:00 to 19:00
Where:
At the Stefan-Morsch-Stiftung stand, right next to the Johanniter tent / at the
supermarket.
From Thursday additionally at the Fantastica Festival.

Fantastica Festival Brokeloh
As in the years before, there will be the Fantastica Festival Brokeloh in 2022, directly
at the manor, to which the participants of the ConQuest will receive free admission.
This is an opportunity for anyone interested to browse a little among the traders,
perhaps try their hand at one of the crafts or, in a simple way, meet the family who
are not taking part in the ConQuest to show them what you are actually doing.
Our aim is to bring interested visitors closer to fantasy on different levels and to show
that market events can consist of more than "food and drink" in a nice ambience.
We focus on interaction, attraction, illusion and culture.

Market hours: Thursday,

04.08.2022

von 12:00 bis 23:00 Uhr

Friday,

05.08.2022

von 12:00 bis 23:00 Uhr

Saturday,

06.08.2022

von 10:00 bis 23:00 Uhr

ConQuest Foto-Stick
The new stick will be available from Sunday, 07.08.2022 at
the Check-Out and in the supermarket for 10,- €.
The lasered USB stick, 16GB will be filled for you by our photo
team with approx. 2 GB photos of ConQuest 2022.
But if you want to enjoy the photos and don't need a USB
stick, you can buy a photo download. You will also receive
the photo download on Sunday at the check-out. The photo
download costs 5,- € and can be redeemed from Sunday
on.

ATM
This year there is also a cash machine directly
at the supermarket!
Customers of all banks pay €4.95 per withdrawal there.

Merchants at the ConQuest
Ahle & Punze
Alex der Metsieder
Allerlei Holz
Amandaras Shop
Ananda Naturmode
Ars Anglia
Ars Sica
Arthammer + Hero´s Chest
Atelier Joyabella
Atrimo
Barbarenspieß
Barbwire & Roses
Beerenweine
Best in Slot
Bidenschmiede
Black Fibres
Blue Pearl
Bräterey
Brokeloher Moorhof
Burger-Meisterei
Caballari
Carapax
CP-Abenteuer
Darya
Das tapfere Schneiderlein
Dein Larp Shop
Der Marketender
Drachenstriezel
DunkelArt
Dvalinn
El Marques LARP Shop
Enric Pujol Art
Eysenhut
Fabelrot
Federkram
Fellforfashion
Freyhand Workshops
Gebogen & Geknotet
Gerberey Bavaria
Gewandschneiderey AdelundVolk
Gewürzkrämerei
Goddess clothes
Golden Goose Lab

Knochenschmuck
Knorrax
Land & Flair FellweltLarperlei und
Ruan-Rian
LARP-life
L'atelier d'Akinra
Lehm und Lehm lassen
Leofortis
Lumpulus Lederkram
Luunarte
Luzy´s Pirate Leather
made by Yeni
Manufaktur Natix
Marias’ Krahmladen
Marketenderey
McOnis Handelskontor und McOnIce
Frozen Drinks
Medieworld
Metwabe
Mittelalter-Zelte24
Mr. Hyde Hats
Mytholon
Mytholon Outlet
Narsilion
Nord-Wind Steinschleiferei
Ofenfrische Laibereien
Pfaffenglück Holzofenbäckerei
Photo Obscura
Pötterey
RaSch-Messer
Ritterfummel
Rüstzeug
Salamix
Schimmerstein
Sigurd
Silberhandschmiede
Skelmir
Spätzel Kutsch
Stoff und Gewand
Süßkraemerey
The historical Barber
Ton in Ton
Trollfelsen

Goldschmiedworkshop McLien
Heidenauer Bader
Heydeschmuck
IDV engineering
Jasra
JK Leathercraft
Kammaeleon der Giftmischer
Kartoffelhaus
Kleine LARP-Lederey

TuchundStoff
Umbra Indigo
Wie ein Traum aus Gold
Wikingersilber
Wimmer-live-art
Woody's Holzlager
Woodys Holzschmiede
Wyvern Crafts

ConQuest 2022 - The setting
The winds of magic, they roar around Ankor.
Power from the navel of the world has been dragged with spherical force before the walls of
the mightiest undead stronghold. The air around this magical point almost crackles, cries out
and ebbs away again.
Terra, completely blinded by hatred for undeath, pours out green, poisonous gas desperate
to drag everything and everyone back into the circle of life, on this most accursed ground!
Occupying spirits shriek in the ether, lusting after the pure, living souls that will soon arrive here
to prepare for an all-important battle.
Around them, the last forces of the witchmistress Cerenna pour into the walls to cloak and
protect her beloved Barnabas.
His miraculously still beating undead heart, which probably holds the key to the sinking city of
the undead!
Stagnating essence flows through the ground via crystal ankors, raising the Black Ice warriors
as their Prince shapes and instructs them with an iron fist.
Blood wets the ground, as Skargen slaughter captives to consecrate places to their gods and
provide the corpses to the flesh sewers and clergy of the Undead Flesh.
All eyes are on the fields outside Terra Ankor.
Not long now, the warriors of good and evil will meet for battle: in hell!

“To Richard von Kaltfried, my beloved son,

You are mad, child!
What were you thinking, stealing my warhorse and armor in the dead of night? Your
great-grandfather's sword!
I suppose you want to go to Ankor, to follow the rulers of Mitraspera into the fight
against the Undead Land.
If so, then perhaps this letter will reach you!
You knew me as a hard father, but I love you, my son...!
Probably it will be the last words you will hear from me, as there you will only find
death... so, I will restrain myself. My last words must not be a scolding.
I think the best would have been to fortify our house and wait. Not to risk everything
and provoke war in the summer without a proper plan. At least that's how it seems to
me, even if it makes sense to prevent a winter war.
But all that is irrelevant!
A frontal attack against Terra Ankor is without hope!
The bulwark has not been taken for a thousand years, if not longer... it is considered
impregnable!
Even if you were to succeed, you brave fools, you will meet a sad death in the
center of the streets of the Undead Capital at the latest.
And that, for all your courage, beloved son, makes your father weep....
If only there were a way to sink or flood the city....
For a normal war outside these cursed walls is, after all, impossible.
What good are they... the wishes of your bitter father. I will now send this letter and
attend to your grieving mother.
I envy your courage to charge against the walls and weep for your folly.
Die with honor son.
Your father
Helmut von Kaltfried”

New concepts
Crowmastery, playmakers, etc…!

How does it work with the SL at Con with us?
SLs, as well as some playmakers, wear a big yellow bag with a yellow sash over the
chest, instead of a white t-shirt. You will be able to recognise them easily.
Such a person is always approachable for you in matters out-game as well as
in-game.
If a yellow bag cannot help you, he/she will refer you to another yellow bag or to the
Crow Mastery, where they will surely know what to do.

What is the Crow Mastery?
It can be compared to a field HQ, but it is also in-game.
On the ConQuest you will find one on every meadow, another one at the outpost
and one at the NPC battles. Here you will find SLs as well as other teammembers you
can contact. It is manned 24 hours a day if you need anything. Of course you can
always come to the central HQ!
You can ask questions, register actions or simply deliver in-game letters. Just go to the
Crow Mastery and write a letter to an (imaginary) in-game person who is not at the
con to register your concerns. It is possible that SLs/NPCs will then also sign the action
for you (if there was time for it, but we try our very best!)!
Sometimes in-game messages arrive here for you, so it is worth sending a messenger
there from time to time. You can write an addressee on the letter, or just say that the
letter can be given to anyone "by mistake"! This can also create play!
Finally, you can also send messages to other Crow Mastery locations via a Crow
Mastery. The written letter should not be long, preferably about three lines (think of
the poor crows!).
We look forward to lively, chaotic correspondence from you!

What kind of game management can I expect?
Of course, it's hard to say, because it depends on the situation and the respective SL.
But basically you can say that not every SL is always briefed for all plots and areas,
instead often only for a certain area.
SLs no longer have the ONE solution, but help you to solve and shape the plot in the
way that suits you best. SLs can of course always help with suggestions here and
there.
If you want to create a magic ritual big and relevant to the story, register it with the
Crow Mastery and with a bit of luck your ritual will work. If it fails, have a plan ready
for how you will create exciting play around the failure! Remember, the ritual doesn't
succeed or fail because of you, but of course according to the plot! Rituals should
be short, beautiful and interesting (think 15-30 minutes maximum as a guideline).
In addition, there can be many different solutions to plots, i.e. the plot should be able
to respond to the vast majority of the players' suggestions, be it aqua, terra or
something else entirely. A game is a game. The important thing is that everyone
should be allowed to participate and have fun together!

Magic analysis
Magic analysis can be done as follows. You guide yourself a little bit when you meet
black-light runes and have found out their meaning. Then you can already know
what might be going on with the item. This system is becoming more and more
popular and is being expanded.
Otherwise, our yellow bags are at your disposal to guide you in the game to a
suggested solution. But you probably won't be able to find the 110% solution or the
"meaning of life". A bit like in real life. Follow the breadcrumb trail, make up your mind
about the world and have heated discussions with each other (some call it a game
of punditry). Which solution will be the “more correct” one will emerge a little more
with each con.
It can be an IT magic sensitive yellow bag that asks you: "Do you also feel the heat
coming from this crystal? How old do you think the crystal is? A hundred years, you
say? I guess 200! But I am not sure about that either. Perhaps the crystal is susceptible
to cold?"

Or you may meet a farmer like Lester who tells you: "I am very afraid of these crystals,
but I am so happy to be standing here with a great mage like you, because then I
am safe! Earlier I saw the crystal change from red and hot to blue and cold at the
touch of the black ice! Mister Magician, can it be that the crystal is like the beef
intestine... always the same casing when sausaging. But the taste of the sausage is
always due to the contents, whether it is pork and wild garlic, or pepper and beef.
Maybe the crystal depends on the color and thus its contents? I hope I haven't
wasted your time..."
Or again, some other gameplay solution. As manifold as magic itself probably is, if it
existed!
You may also catch someone who either hasn't been briefed for the plot, or doesn't
feel confident to do it yet, much like in the past... that can happen :). The yellow bag
in question will then try to refer you to another yellow bag that is confident in the plot
or knows more about it. Yellow bags are never far away!

Battles and Mechanics
Battleplan
There will be a battle time table, but not everyone needs to know it:
The battle time table is based on heat or rain (2 plans).
But there will be a known battle frequency as in previous years.
Outpost Mechanics and optional Gameplayoffers:

The outpost is in the field opposite the sanitation village and is the gateway to the
battle field.
We are trying to tell a story here and create a place where any waiting can happen
with activities ingame - although we hope to have little to no waiting. The outpost
should ensure that interesting battles can take place (proportionally interesting
SC/NPC). If you want, you can ignore the in-game mechanics behind the outpost,
we can't prevent you from doing that. However, we hope you will go for it. Everyone
should get their nice battles, battle alliances and the like are possible and will be fun.
In-game it is explained by how fresh the troops are at the moment and how long
they have been exposed to the gas wafting all over the battlefield and the

occupying spirits on the field of the three martyrs (battle field). The outpost gives
signals about enemy troop movements and about the current gas concentration on the basis of crow mail and hoisted flags on the field.
Furthermore, there are of course, as always, the well-known large-scale battles and
many small skirmishes.
There is also space at the outpost for deployment and an army parade.
Whoever wants to can help to enliven the various play zones at the outpost. We also
have space for about 20 player tents. If you don't want to leave decorations or
similar things there, please take them with you when you leave the place - even
though it is really rare that things "just disappear" (statistics). If you are interested in
setting up something here, send an email to regie@mythodea.de.
We are happy for any prop or tent, but this is all optional and of course we have set
up some there. But it is your outpost - you can use and play here as you wish!
If you want to play the respective sites of the outpost with guard duty, you are free to
do so. We are curious to see what you make of it! Atteron will also be on duty here
and provide you with atmosphere.
Besides the healing corner, the knight's camp, the battlegate, etc... there are also a
few other groups, things and mechanics that we don't want to spoil here.

Mechanics
There is no down command, as the out-game medics report to us that knee injuries
are more common after a down command. Some of our game leaders on the field
are campaign game factions playmakers, NPC leaders (who may whip out a yellow
cloth), but also battle SLs and the higher-level battlemasters (formerly to be likened
to the coordination group). All of them wear a yellow bag, sash, yellow cloths or, if
necessary, a yellow shoulder covering.
Should you experience gas or pestilence water mist on the battlefield, you are to
remove yourself, regardless of whether you have IT resistances. This is an OT
mechanic to create space or avoid cauldron battles. Stay away from fog of any
kind and also feel free to wait until the NPCs have regrouped to give you a better
battle.
Similar thought process: A battle that eliminates respawn in-game/out-game within
5min is effective, but short and rather less fun.

If you see the NPC out-game after a battle, drinking water and not marching off,
that is a sign for you all to move the troops away and make room on the battlefield!
Then both sides can drink water and give play to the healers!
Afterwards, the battlefield can be used again to allow for a "surprise NPC attack"
and to play another great battle with you!
Make room, take a break and play out healing!
If a raised Yellow Bag or Yellow cloth moves out-game towards you, or addresses you
out-game, you must comply.

Mechanikcs: Dropping texts multiple times
Since ConQuest is dang huge and has so many participants, we are introducing a
mechanic so that more people can get access to the in-game documents and the
knowledge they contain!
How does that work?!
Actually not all that difficult to be honest!
Many texts are printed out more often by us and put into play in different ways. Some
texts are also translated to accommodate our internationals!
Special, essential and main plot texts will be given as single copies for a short time
span to motivate the players and groups to share and cooperate with each other
and to be "first” to find it!
A few hours later, more copies of the texts may appear!
What is the in-game rationale for this out-game mechanic?
The respective author of the text has assumed that the text may go missing and
therefore he/she has made further copies. Alternatively, it may also be that the Crow
Masters, our neutral friends and helpers, have made identical copies and
translations!
All to increase knowledge! Your faithful servants, the Crow Masters!

Best wishes, safe travels and see you soon!
Your Live Adventure T-E-A-M!

